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Projects 
 The Casitas Place gas line replacement is underway and should be completed by the end of 

October.  Anticipate slight traffic delays. 
 

 Annual Tree Trimming will take place over the next several weeks.  

 Asphalt Repairs in the Island East Marina lot (Dana Drive) and the Cove East Marina Golden 

Lantern lot will begin around the end of October. 

 Holiday Lighting installation is already underway and lights will be lit the day after           
Thanksgiving.  Information on the Holiday Parade of Lights in upcoming newsletters. 

Congratulations to Island D Dock!!! 
 

Our Maintenance staff asked that we give a “shout-out” to the boaters of Island D-dock who had  
ZERO violations for improperly stored small boats, inflatables, kayaks and paddleboards!   
Keeping docks clean and clear at all times for emergency access is necessary for a safe facility.  
Small boats hanging in the channels create a navigational hazard and can make it difficult for your 
neighbors to access their slips.  The boaters on Island D-dock as well as many other boaters in 
the Marina are in accordance with Marina rules and it is greatly appreciated! 

Reminders 
 Be sure to return dock carts to the dock after each use…we have been finding them all over 

town being used for all sorts of things.                 
 

 Make sure that you keep the dock gates locked and secured and immediately report            
suspicious activity to the Harbor Patrol (949)248-2222.   

 

 Please do not cut bait or clean fish in the harbor, it attracts pesky sealions and is against    
marina rules.   

Weatherize Your Boat 
Sometimes boaters in Southern California forget to prepare their vessels for foul weather.  The 
following are ways to help protect your vessel from the elements: 
 

 Make sure that your bilge is clean and clear...debris can clog pumps and jam switches. 
 Inspect your dock lines and replace them if necessary. 
 Make sure your vessel is well secured.  
 Sailboats need to make sure that sails and lines are well secured.  Loose sails are dangerous 

and can cause damage to your boat. 
 Make sure batteries are in good condition.  


